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									PRODUCT 
													 PORTOFINO

													Portofino is a slim, sleek and lightweight table lamp. Portable and rechargeable. A contemporary and versatile design.
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									PRODUCT 
													 LAMPE CABANON

													Lampe Cabanon, named after the inspired microcosm, represents a symbol of architecture, design, production, and essential living.
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									PRODUCT 
													 DROP 7

													Instinct and constant design diligence in a collection that is the outcome of a sophisticated lighting engineering.
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									PRODUCT 
													 AS43C

													A 1969 design that combines linear shapes with the extreme quality of materials, such as the hand-blown glass of diffusers.
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									PRODUCT 
													 SWAN PLUS

													A graphic symbol, essential lines that accentuate the Swan lamp’s great flexibility of movement and functionality.
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									HIGHLIGHTS 
													 ENLIGHTENMENT | RON GILAD + NEMO

													On the occasion of Milan Design Week 2023, NEMO Lighting presented Enlightenment: a special project by Ron Gilad, narrating the paradoxical experience of light through and beyond objects.
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									PRODUCT 
													 LA ROCHE IP45

													The first wall lamp designed by Le Corbusier. 

In 1925, Le Corbusier conceived La Roche to enlighten the large windows of Villa La Roche, a manifesto of purist architecture.
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									DOWNLOAD 
													 THE ACCENT X

													A collection of all new releases of 2022: together with two new designs by Le Corbusier and Charlotte Perriand, the contemporary catalogue is enriched with solutions that express new paradigms of innovative lighting approaches in unexplored spaces and methods.
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									PRODUCT 
													 FOX WALL

													The latest addition to the collection, FOX WALL by Bernhard Osann, the essential aesthetic enhances its functionality.
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									PRODUCT 
													 APPLIQUE CYLINDRIQUE

													Now available in two new finishes: anthracite grey and white wash.

Charlotte Perriand designed APPLIQUE CYLINDRIQUE for her mountain chalet Le Vieux Matelot in Saint Nicolas de Véroce in the early 30s. Perriand’s interest in pivoting screens reflects her observation on human gestures: a simple touch allows to direct the lampshade and to control the light beam, making it possible to adjust intensity and direction.
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									HIGHLIGHTS 
													 CHARLOTTE PERRIAND: INVENTING A NEW WORLD

													From 2 October 2019 to 24 February 2020, Fondation Louis Vuitton Paris, France

To mark the twentieth anniversary of the passing of Charlotte Perriand (1903-1999), the Fondation pays tribute to her as an architect and visionary creator through an exhibition of her work exploring the links between art, architecture and design.
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      “We like the search for the new.

Among other things, because there are no given rules,

but infinite possibilities for charismatic ideas.”
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                             If you have any question, please contact us 

                            Write us to be contacted by one of our consultants and arrange a tailor-made shipment for you.
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You are about to be directed to the new ILTI Luce website:
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